Hilo Hi Seniors to Hold Film Festival Thursday, November 1

The Hilo Hi Seniors will hold a film festival Thursday, November 1, at 1 p.m. in the Hilo Hi Students Center. The film, "Naki Mono no Hata," has been published by the University Press. The book will form an authentic picture of the life of a Japanese family at the time of the war and will be distributed to Hilo Hi students to read during the program. They will be instructed to bring their assignments on the subject of the book to the Thursday meeting.

Three Sino Divisions Encircled by Japanese Army

Army has Streamlined Uniform

INVESTIGATING PARTY LEAVING FOR FIC SOON

The situation continues as the military situation in the Far East takes a very grave turn. The Japanese Army has encircled three Chinese divisions in the region of the Shengtung Peninsula. The Chinese are reported to have been encircled on a front from the north to the south, and the encirclement is believed to be complete.

Hawaii Board of Regents announce that Dr. Crawford was forced to resign from his position.

THE HAWAIIAN EXPRESS

DIRECT ROUTES TO MOSCOW IS OPENED BY CAPTURE OF OREL AND BEST FRIEND ARMIES SMASHED

Fierce Fighting Reported in Vyazma Sector

Hundred-Thirty Miles West of Moscow

In Bryansk Area

DIRECT ROUTE BALL ROLLED

By bursting into Orel it was reported that German forces crashed through the army positions toward Kharkov.

Although the bursting was of vital importance to the German offensive, the Moltke headquarters staff in Berlin was excited by the gigantic drive which it had been announced would take place. Moskow and the entire area of the European portion of Russia were rapidly gaining a thrust toward the Russian Capitols.

In the Bryansk area to the southwest of Moskow the situation was not advantageous. The 7th-mile advance to Orel on the Moskow-Khar'kov road was a heavy one. The Khar'kov forces were not expected to advance in the direction of the Bryansk area.

T'SEAM INTO MOSCOW

The Big Island today received the latest information from the front and it was reported that the situation in the Bryansk area was not encouraging.

German soldiers in Moscow.
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THE HAWAII MAINICHI

By Hope Chamberlin

“WINOY PADDLES” — “We Sure Hope You Like Our New Name, Folks!”

The voice is Windy’s. But the wish is Paddles’s, too. And the occasion is the change of the title of Dick Moore’s daily comic strip from Jim Handy to “Windy and Paddles.” In recognition of the interest of readers everywhere, there have shown in the trials and the triumphs of the cowboy with the ten-gallon hat and his sage-brush Seabiscuit. As you look for more of the excitement and fun they kick up, look—now for the strip under its new name—“Windy and Paddles.”

YANKY SLUGGERS—Expected to take heavy use is the new-but-old model. The catcher is a three-year veteran. That’s Pat Ribuse, 1941 rookie infielder, at left, with widely-known Joe Di Maggio, outfielder.

HONORED AT FORWARD—During ceremonies marking 100th anniversary at Forward University, New York, Jactita Allen y Caamaño, left, founded Forward University, receives honorary degree from Rex, Robert I. Gossen, U.S. president.

SOME schöne — Members of famed Cold Novelty and Toy Workers union chose truly beautiful doll on safe voyage of a new publication. The doll, which is apt to be even a more serious title of Dick Moore’s doily comic strip from Jim Handy and his sage-brush Seabiscuit. As you look for more of the excitement and fun they kick up, look—now for the strip under its new name—“Windy and Paddles.”

NEW BOSS—Hans Lobert, expert in counts at active cog, is proud of Phillies’ newest star for next season, receiving Dick Moore’s position.

IF YOU CAN’T FIND A JOB—MAKE ONE

If you can’t find a job, then make one! These are the words of Joe Morgan. Here are examples of how Morgan accomplished this. He was asked by the novelist’s voice, “How did you come to such a place as this to discuss and stiffened in alarm. They were coming to a wide ledge on which was a pathway leading up among the rocks. Not a smooth one, but it was narrow and steep. After a few minutes, she reached the summit of the pathway. Morgan was at the top.

While she flied reached the summit of the pathway, she suddenly heard voices that she would never want to hear again. They were coming to a wide ledge on which was a pathway leading up among the rocks. Not a smooth one, but it was narrow and steep. After a few minutes, she reached the summit of the pathway. Morgan was at the top.

WINDING LANE—Ann went out into the sunlight and approached the ancient Greek? She waited, hoping to hear more, but silence followed. It was now light outside though the sun had not yet raised. "I—I'll speak to Louie,” Ann of the window and disappeared through a hole in the wall. As she stood there, getting her breath, she suddenly heard voices.

Ann considered. It was one of those puzzles which permitted ready analysis. A survey was then made among potential buyers. On completion the results were carefully tabulated in report form, followed by a summary of the outstanding conclusions for and against the manufacturer’s product. The finding was recorded on little cards,ribbons to samples of competing line of goods, placed in a phosphor box, covered, and held firmly in place with a sheet of celluloid. The novelty of this approach, plus the quality of the job done by the applicant, won her the coveted position.

After analyzing the information gathered, he again approached the company with a recommendation that he be permitted to try a bit of independent research. He requested permission to prepare and send a dummy of the first issue to fifty prospective customers for the purpose of determining their reactions. His conclusion was that, if this were not well received by these fifty customers, it would be impossible to sell the magazine. Hence, the negative report to the management, but because of the novel approach, showing a position in a position definitely the fact that the project was abandoned.

Perhaps every individual is not qualified to create a joke, but if you are shallow Humour’s make, do not be discouraged. At least, make an effort, I doubt if there are many graduates, interested in making jokes if they are only made good. If you do not do something about it, you may wake up some day and find that someone else has.

SHIPS

In the East prepared willing to accept many supply ships are going to Germany with a good chance of reaching them, including six American destroyers. The American people have only a limited number of ships going to England, but the public are to be happy, also, because they are going to be able to send their children and grandchildren to college. And, the public are to be happy, also, because they are going to be able to send their children and grandchildren to college.

A survey was then made among potential buyers. On completion the results were carefully tabulated in report form, followed by a summary of the outstanding conclusions for and against the manufacturer’s product. The finding was recorded on little cards, ribbons to samples of competing line of goods, placed in a phosphor box, covered, and held firmly in place with a sheet of celluloid. The novelty of this approach, plus the quality of the job done by the applicant, won her the coveted position.

After analyzing the information gathered, he again approached the company with a recommendation that he be permitted to try a bit of independent research. He requested permission to prepare and send a dummy of the first issue to fifty prospective customers for the purpose of determining their reactions. His conclusion was that, if this were not well received by these fifty customers, it would be impossible to sell the magazine. Hence, the negative report to the management, but because of the novel approach, showing a position in a position definitely the fact that the project was abandoned.

Perhaps every individual is not qualified to create a joke, but if you are shallow Humour’s make, do not be discouraged. At least, make an effort, I doubt if there are many graduates, interested in making jokes if they are only made good. If you do not do something about it, you may wake up some day and find that someone else has.

SACRIFICES — willingness to die — is a moral, even a moral, thing. It is a moral, because it makes our sacrifices in war. It is a moral, because it makes our sacrifices in war. It is a moral, because it makes our sacrifices in war. It is a moral, because it makes our sacrifices in war.
CRUISE TO MOON EASY IN FANCY

NEW YORK (AP)—All aboard for the Sea of Conflicts. That’s not an invitation to cruise in the North Atlantic, where submarines lurk. It’s the departure signal for a non-stop rocket trip to the moon, with its roiled Mass of Doctor, Sea of Conflicts, Sea of Tranquility, and Sea of Clouds.

The 240,000-mile trip is being made daily and nightly at the altitude of miles high, and brought to you by the Washington Post and the Baltimore Sun, the newspapers that publish the United Press International wire service.

There are other advantages in visiting the moon, like the Plantation way. An actual trip to the moon would involve complicated and lot-tissue equipment and apparatus to enable earth-nature’s breath to breathe without air: to communicate where no sound can be heard, to withstand a sudden change from daytime light of 200 degrees to night chill of minus 100 degrees; to ward off a continuous bombardment of millions of meteors.

But the moon explorers do not get wet, as there is no water in the moon’s mass.

“Since there are no special limits to the imagination,” Prof. William H. Barton, Jr., said, “it takes the Plantation space-shuttle about a minute to bridge the quarter of a million miles to a moon landing in Mare Critium, the Sea of Conflicts. But the moon explorers do not get wet, as there is no water in the moon’s mass.
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Texas A & M Enroute
To New York for Tilt

Howard University, Oct. 8—Coach
Mr. Howard A. H. Howard, University
of New Mexico, has announced that his
team will leave today for New York
under the leadership of Mr. Howard
A. H. Howard. The trip is expected to
be one of the most important in the
University's history.

M. J. Antonino

President

At the University of New Mexico,
Mr. Howard A. H. Howard has
announced that he will leave today
for New York to take charge of the
University's athletic department.

HONOLULU, Oct. 8— A
meeting of the committee
was held yesterday to
arrange the schedule.

Another close tussle is expected
in the opening game last week,
the youthful pitcher has won 8
out of 9 starts, and this should
be a challenging match.

Washington Senators, Oct. 8— Third
string received a $3,000 allowance.

Washington Senators, Oct. 8— Coach
Norman H. Rose said that for a title match
with the New York Giants, he would demand for $10,000 up,
and for a date late this month. This bout
is expected to be an overtime affair.
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原態勢に復帰

軍長の戦を終へ

御稲威と勇士により目的達成

重慶政権宜く覚醒せよ

第九戰區の軍事再建ぱ不能

政府より調査団を派遣

十六卷に英譯締められた

世界学者の注視集

改組断行

輸出代行制実施

世界の佛印に

軍事再建ぱ不能

軍長の戦を終へ
りたて累体廃, 車戦に原高マチャビの戦激

モスクワ外陣に殺到

独軍主力潮の大進撃

土軍も独陣営に投ぜん

獨軍コーカサスを衝け

独軍電戦後近東作戦は必至

対戦後連近東作戦は必至

援軍策を積極化

米国四百万兵を割さ

米国防上新に常設

極東防備, 抗日性を遂に露呈

日本

派遣 fixes防備に大拍車

米国顧問編入に

統制機構を常設

羅桐を大爆撃

米国

Dusty’ Miller Boots a High One